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College awards
tenure, endowed
professorships

Pop Shoppe
for sale, to
remain open
indefinitely

HALEY KEEGAN
STAFF WRITER

After a long and exhaustive process
of deliberation the College has released
its selections for newly tenured profes¬
sors and newly endowed professorships.
The College has granted the honor of
tenure to Professor Myron Beasley of
the African American and American
Cultural Studies department, Professor
Dale Chapman of the Music depart¬
ment, Professor Sue Houchins of Afri¬
can American Studies department, and
Professor Nancy Koven of the Psychol¬
ogy Department. Women’s Head La¬
crosse Coach Brett Allen and Womens
Head Cross Country and Track and
Field Coach Jennifer Hartshorn also re¬
ceived the award of tenure.
Tenure is customarily awarded in
the seventh year of employment to
eligible tenure-track faculty deemed de¬
serving, according to Dean of Faculty
Pamela Baker. The decision to grant
tenure to a professor is determined by
an elected committee comprised of
seven tenured associate professors and
several other professors from a variety of
academic disciplines. Input from trust¬
ees and other deans is also highly valued
in the process, Baker said. Most impor¬
tantly, the evaluation for tenure is based
on the faculty members, “evidence of
future productivity as a citizen of the
College,” according to Baker. She also
cited teaching, scholarship and service
as three areas that are taken into consid¬
eration throughout the process.
Baker acknowledged that the tenure
system has both its advantages and dis¬
advantages. “For individual professors,
it provides continuity so that they can
concentrate on their teaching, scholarly
work and service without needing to be
searching for employment,” Baker ex¬
plained. She also noted that it also af¬
fords professors the freedom to pursue
less popular areas of study.
All tenured teaching faculty at Bates
are also active scholars, and therefore
very knowledgeable in their respective
fields of study, however the nature of
tenure means that the rate of transition
to new topics is slowed, according to
Baker. “Sometimes new areas of knowl¬
edge of interest to students arise and we
aren’t able to respond as quickly as we
might,” she said.
In addition to naming six new fac¬
ulty to tenured positions, the College
also awarded six endowed professor¬
ships to six currently tenured professors.
“[They] were already leaders in the Bates
See TENURE, PAGE 5
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Clockwise from the upper left: Professor Myron Beasley of the African American
and American Cultural Studies department, Professor Dale Chapman of the Music de¬
partment, Professor Sue Houchins of African American Studies department,Professor
Nancy Koven of the Psychology Department, Women’s Head Lacrosse Coach Brett Al¬
len and Women’s Head Cross Country and Track and Field Coach Jennifer Hartshorn.

Debaters fare well at Brandeis
GARDINER NARDINI & ALLY MANDRA
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF & CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Brooks Quimby Debate Coun¬
cil sent eight College teams and one
hybrid team to an unconventional
tournament at Brandeis University this
past weekend. In most American Par¬
liamentary Tournaments, the govern¬
ment puts forth a motion and chooses
which side of that motion it will de¬
fend. The Brandeis tournament used
the “opp-choice” system, in which the
government provides a motion but the
opposition has the choice of which side
to defend.

In the octofinal round, seniors Co¬
lin Etnire and Ian Mahmud presented
the case, “Should Amish students be re¬
quired to stay in school until the feder¬
ally mandated minimum of 1 Oth grade
or be allowed to leave school after 7th
grade?” The Dartmouth team on oppo¬
sition chose 10th grade and proceeded
to win on a 2-1 decision by the judging
panel.
Nicole Danser T5 and Taylor
Blackburn T5 also performed well last
weekend, ending up in second place in
the novice division. In the novice semi¬
finals, they defeated a team from Har¬
vard on a 3-0 decision while arguing to

allow for private prisons, and advanced
to the final round. There a Johns Hop¬
kins team presented them with the
choice, “If you were an oligarch, would
you want your society to be like what is
depicted in Brave New World or 1984?”
Danser and Blackburn chose Brave New
World and lost on a close 4-3 decision.
The team of first years Ben Claeson and
Jillian Zook ranked 5th among novice
teams.
Blackburn was awarded 3rd
Novice Speaker of the tournament and
Claeson was awarded 7th Novice Speak¬
er. Ally Mandra ’12 is the BQDC Direc¬
tor ofPR and Alumni Affairs

Mounting speculation that the Pop
Shoppe diner located at the end of Fry
Street will close is untrue, according to
co-owner Monique Wood. After the
diner appeared for sale on Craigslist sev¬
eral weeks ago, many students believed
that it would soon be shutting down.
Wood, who owns the diner along with
her husband Ron, denied this specula¬
tion.
The diner has been on the market
for a long time, according to Wood.
“The Pop Shoppe has been for sale for
many years but that doesn’t mean it’s
going to sell, not with this kind of mar¬
ket anyways,” Wood said. The Woods,
who took over the diner 10 years ago,
are neither actively pursuing a buyer for
the diner nor are they planning on clos¬
ing any time soon, unless miraculously
offered their asking price.
“The Pop Shoppe was already a
diner,” said Wood, “it has been a diner
for over fifty years. Before this it was
Wen and Cheryl’s”. While the Woods
have changed the name of the diner,
they have maintained the character of
the restaurant, keeping the original
stools and tables and covering the walls
with quaint Betty Boop posters.
During the week most of the Pop
Shoppe’s customers are regulars, while
on the weekends the diner is flooded
with Bates students, according to Wood.
“We have lots of regulars, some come in
every day, some come once a week. On
the weekends, though, it is mostly kids,”
she said.
Wood knows the names and sto¬
ries of almost every person that walks
through her door, unless they are the
occasional Bates student. A sense of
community has been instilled through¬
out the Pop Shoppe’s prior forms as evi¬
denced by the regular patronage of 90
year old patron Marie Larochelle, the
original owner of the establishment,
Wood noted.
Ron Wood is responsible for the
preparation of the food, while Monique
Wood helps around the kitchen and
dining room, as their daughter, Chantelle, waits tables. The Woods employ
several other workers, including two
Jamaican sisters, one of which is being
See POP SHOPPE, PAGE 5

Sunshine Society provides an alternative source of Vitamin D
KRISTY HAN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Striving to put a smile on every¬
one’s face, the Bates Sunshine Society
works hard to promote happiness and
a sense of community on campus. No¬
tions of unity and togetherness were the
inspiration for the creation of the new
club, according to Co-Presidents Molly
Pailet T5 and Katie Sgarro T5. After
hearing many negative comments about
the brutal weather at Bates, the found¬
ers dreamt to foster an environment in
which students could brainstorm fun
activities for the campus to help with¬
stand the often, harsh weather. The club
also helps creates a space on campus
where students can feel a sense of be¬
longing, according to Pailet and Sgarro.
Although the club is still in infancy,

membership is growing, Sgarro noted.
“In the beginning, there weren’t many
people, but people started wandering
in and I was surprised by the great turn
out,” Sgarro said. The club now boasts
roughly twenty-six active members,
who are currently working on various
projects to promote happiness and inclusivity around campus.
One such project is the Sunshine
Board in Commons, which was re¬
cently created to add a little humor into
peoples’ days, Sgarro explained. The
club has also placed put mad-libs in the
bathrooms in order to add random ele¬
ments of fun into bathroom breaks. The
activities have been well-received from
the Bates community with only good
reactions, Pailet said.
In their most recent event, the
Sunshine Society hosted a speed dating

event that was marketed by using catchy
poems to entice students to attend. The
event helped reinforce the club’s goals
and afforded students another opportu¬
nity to meet new people and socialize,
the founders said.
Banter at the event between excited
Bobcats was varied and included the
swapping of students’ favorite Twilight
character. “The event was very moving,
touching, and I think I found my true
love here! It was excellent on every pos¬
sible level,” Ansel Tessitore T4 said.
The Sunshine Society meets weekly
to brainstorm ideas for events, the Sun¬
shine Board and other projects members
might propose. The club will continue
to work year round, not just during the
dreary winter months, and will contin¬
ue to strive to incorporate elements of
fun into life at Bates.
lliiilliiliiiiiiiiiiiliiMIilliiil
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Do you really want to ask that
question?

Crossword Puzzle by Grace
Hamilton ’15

Men’s, women’s squash conclude
regular seasons

Nerissa Brobey 15 discusses die ignorance
of some people’s questions about differ¬
ent cultures PAGE 2

Give this belated Valentine’s Day Cross¬
word Puzzle by your best shot! PAGE 7

Teams prepare for Nationals. PAGE 8
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Destined for dependence:
LePage points to runaway welfare spending in Maine as
potential dilemma for state budget
in the country. Since 2002, enrollment
in MaineCare has risen 78 percent, but
in that same time Maine’s population
has only risen 7 percent. And roughly
twice as many people are on MaineCare
than students in public school.
What’s more, Maine provides gov¬
ernment healthcare for 35 percent more
of its population than the national av¬
erage. Only 15 states cover individuals
ages 19 and 20 and only 7 states cover
childless adults with the same benefit
package. The state can no longer afford
to support these populations — the likes
of which LePage fancies as taxpayerdependent duds as opposed to selfreliant, hardworking parents literally
sandwiched in between the generation
of their kids and their parents.
Albeit urgent, the governor’s argu¬
ment and approach are both flawed.
Reliant upon soft, unsubstantiated
facts, threats to cut funding to educa¬
tion and a crash appearance the Legis¬
lature’s budgetary committee all serve to
delegitimize his efforts.
These measures should come as
no surprise. As a Republican with Tea
Party support, LePage’s egregious public
policy coupled with a sheer lack of civil¬
ity is par for the course. That’s just his
M.O.
LePage was elected on a platform to
cut social spending and taxes. He also
recently received legislative approval to
cut temporary welfare cash assistance

CAMERON SHELDON
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Destined for dependence? LePage
points to runaway welfare spending in
Maine as potential dilemma for state
budgetary consideration.
For a man who grew up poor and
homeless in Lewiston, Maine, Paul LeP¬
age certainly fails to demonstrate any
kind of prevailing empathy for fellow
underprivileged, vulnerable and atrisk populations in the state of Maine.
This much is clear given the governor’s
supplemental budget for the Depart¬
ment of Health and Human Services
— a plan which would drop coverage
and tighten eligibility for an estimated
65,000 healthcare beneficiaries in order
to bridge the two-year $221 million
budget gap.
The governor’s unprecedented bud¬
get is geared toward cutting back on
what he has termed an “out of control
welfare program” or Mainecare, the
state version of Medicaid. According
to LePage, MaineCare is projected to
run out of state and federally funded
monies as of April 1. He blames this
on account of the overly-generous and
rich benefits which have buoyed “freeloading,” happy-go-lucky Mainers for
too long.
LePage points to the facts. Maine’s
Medicaid program is the second largest

BatesRates
Happy Hump Day!!!
And this means only two more days before break.

Always jealous of people who get tan in February,
Valentine’s Day has come and gone
Maybe you have a valentine, maybe you don't, but who doesn't
love heart shaped chocolate (even if it's from your mom)?

Bates Memes
Bates twitters have met their match.Jike them on
facebookto start living the procrastination dream
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to needy families and disqualify 1,550
legal noncitizens from participating in
the Medicaid program. The governor
has also diminished his political power
multiples times with inflammatory
statements directed towards citizens and
legislators alike.
Let’s take a trip down memory lane.
Whether he is telling Preident
Obama to “go to hell” or the respected
civil rights organization (NAACP) to
“kiss my butt,” LePage is not one to
back away from the profane or a crude
declaration.
And his latest exploits?
Gutting MaineCare of its expan¬
sive benefits is part of his latest attack
on social spending for Maine’s neediest
residents. More specifically, non-categorical MaineCare coverage, including
parents of MaineCare covered children
and non-categorical young adults.
LePage would also implement ser¬
vice cuts for all MaineCare adult mem¬
bers, private non-medical institutions
and prescription drug cost coverage and
assistance for residents over 62.
Fortunately, the Legislature has al¬
ready rejected the most controversial
part of LePage’s budget, which would
have eliminated funding for homes that
serve the elderly, mentally ill or those
suffering from substance abuse prob¬
lems.
But the budget would also mean
setbacks in state funding for education

are there lions in your backyard?
NERISSA BROBBEY
STAFF WRITER

I am very fortunate to be in a school
were most people are cultured and
worldly. I hardly come across ignorant
questions from anyone. However, there
are many questions I have encountered
about my heritage. There are the harm¬
less questions (“Oh so you’re form Gha¬
na. Have you met Nelson Mandela?”),
the downright insulting ones (“How
does it feel to wear shoes?”), the physi¬
cally impossible ones (“So how high
is the tree you live in?”) and the geo¬
graphically incorrect ones (“Oh Africa is
a big country, isn’t it?”). I’m sure people
from other countries around the world
understand how it feels to be misunder¬
stood.
Even educated people can poten¬
tially be ignorant. Some people just
want to be mean and bully others be¬
cause they look down on people who
come from a certain place. There are
others too, believe it or not, who think
they are asking legitimate questions.
But why would they think so? I think at
the end of the day it all boils down to a

der 500 words. Please email them
to the Managing Forum Editor at
rbaumann@bates.edu.
Staff: (207) 795-7494
Business: (207) 795-7499
Fax: (207) 786-6035

Staff editorials represent the ma¬
jority of, but not necessarily all, the
views of the editorial board. Views
expressed in Letters to the Editor,
Columns, and Features in the Fo¬
rum section are the opinions of
the writers and may or may not re¬
flect the opinions of the staff. Let¬
ters to the Editor must be received
by 6 p.m. on Sunday for Tuesday’s
publication. Letters should be un¬
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Copies of The Student are avail¬
able at locations around campus.
Subscriptions may be purchased
for $20 for one semester and $30
for the year.
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specific media perception.
I remember watching a documen¬
tary as a child living in Romania. It was
a foreign perspective on Romanian is¬
sues and the footage I saw surprised me.
I, living in the country, had never seen
such horrible images of poverty and
squalor in real life as in that documen¬
tary. I am not denying that that there is
poverty in Romania, but the documen¬
tary was so focused on this aspect of the
country that someone who had never
been there would think that that was all
there was. In reality, most of Romania
is so beautiful.
Same thing goes for Africa. In this
case I have seen the worst and the best;
I have seen the extreme poverty and I
have seen the extreme wealth. No one
shows pictures of the Beverly Hills-like
mansions standing in very long rows
or the luxury estates lined up next to
each other. Nobody wants to make the
beautiful corners of the country or its
immensely talented people popular
knowledge. When was the last time you
saw an ultra-posh society party in a me¬
dia story about Africa?
I can tell you that we do know how

to spend our money well. But then
when it comes to what you see in the
media, it’s all about starvation and the
dollar-a-day lifestyle. The camera does
not have a 360-degree perspective. Tele¬
vision crews show what they choose to
show. Why the media chooses to pres¬
ent things as they do, I may never know.
But I do want to emphasize that it is
only fair to show an equilibrated view
of a place or a group of people.
It is these media images that create
the stereotypes that leave us natives baf¬
fled by the questions people ask some¬
times. Every slice of land has a good
side and a bad side. The major differ¬
ence between developing and developed
countries is the proportion in which
these populations exist. No one should
assume that since someone comes from
a certain place then they fall under the
standard umbrella of classification. Ap¬
proach foreigners as equals and then
gradually learn from them as you go
— filling in gaps in knowledge and cul¬
ture. And for those people who do ask
obnoxious questions, why do they want
to know what it feels like to ride a zebra
to school?

This day in history:

February 15
KARL J. FISHER,
DANIEL M. FRENCH &
CURT RHEUNGOLD
CONTRIBUTING WRITERS

The Student is published weekly
by the students of Bates College
when college is in session. The
Student reserves the right not to
print any article and to edit for
clarity and length.

ment of the middle class.
Maine’s dependency crisis is merely
a symptom of defects in the healthcare
system at large. Most visibly, out-ofcontrol costs and diminishing access to
quality health care.
What we need is a complete over¬
haul of the American medical system
in an effort to move from a fragment¬
ed financing system to a single pub¬
licly managed pool in which everyone
would participate. By nationalizing the
healthcare system, we could remove the
fragmented and complicated rules often
set state-by-state or any combination of
private and/or public bureaucracy that
decides patient treatment, enabling all
to be covered in equity and fairness.
This demands a new and innova¬
tive approach to the American medical
system, the likes of which LePage is nei¬
ther personally nor ideologically capable
of. Neither the state of Maine nor the
country should be run like a business.
Nor will they be.
Even if it receives approval from
the Legislature, it is likely that LePage’s
budget plan will not even receive federal
approval. Three of the proposed roll¬
backs violate a provision of the Afford¬
able Care Act, prohibiting states from
tightening Medicaid eligibility ahead of
the law’s 2014 implementation.

So you’re from Africa...

ARTS AND LEISURE
Managing Editor: Nicolette Whitney
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and other vital services, such as the
Child Care Subsidy Program, home vis¬
iting for new and adolescent families,
and the family reunification program.
These draconian measures are particu¬
larly significant given the state’s econo¬
my, which rests heavily on the backs of
working families.
Buoyed by a “sandwich generation,”
with vital responsibilities to young chil¬
dren and aging parents on either side,
Maine families are burdened substan¬
tially. While LePage promises residents
that he will not raise taxes on hardwork¬
ing families, his supplemental budget
could dramatically raise their expenses.
Consider, for example, the state¬
wide loss of more than 6,000 privatesector jobs that could result from LeP¬
age’s budget.
His timing couldn’t be worse.
According to a recent study by the
Maine Center for Economic Policy,
Maine is losing more jobs per capita
in 2011 than any other state in the na¬
tion. Unemployment in the state has
risen to 8.8 percent, up from 5.6 a year
ago in January. Thus, 48 months after
the start of the worst recession since the
Great Depression, Maine ranks 50th in
job performance — losing more jobs per
capita than any other state.
The truth is, Maine’s Medicaid
shortfall is fairly substantial but it pales
in comparison to gaps in other states.
Medicaid has largely become an entitle¬

THIS DAY IN HISTORY- THURS¬
DAY, FEBRUARY 16, 2012
1032 — Emperor Yingzong of China is
bom

The fifth emperor of the Song Dynasty
of China. His personal name was origi¬
nally Zhao Zongshi but he later changed
it to Zhao Shu. He reigned from 1063
to 1067.
1804 — Karl Theodor Ernst von Siebold,
German physiologist is bom

He had a profound love for animals,
which not only prompted his study of
zoology, but also led to his entrepre¬
neurial endeavor to open a petting zoo
in the basement of his one story man¬
sion. The petting zoo would later be
shut down for failing to comply with
city health regulations

1896- Eugenie Blanchard, French super¬
centenarian is born

She attributed her long lasting life of
114 years to parsnip roots and a delight¬
ful cocktail of beet juice and the broth
of boiled snail shells.
1923 — Howard Carter unseals the burial
chamber of Pharaoh Tutankhamun.

Luckily Brendan Fraser was able to
combat the Pharaoh upon his return
from the after life.
1957 - The “Toddlers’ Truce, ” a controver¬
sial television shut down between 6.00pm
and 7.00 pm is abolished in the United
Kingdom.

The goal of this policy was to convince
children into thinking that it was bed¬
time since that night’s television pro¬
gramming was “finished.” After realiz¬
ing that parents should be able to put
their kids to bed without cancelling all
television broadcasting for an entire
hour, the policy was abolished.

1968 - In Haleyville, Alabama, the first
9-1-1 emergency telephone system goes
into service.

These numbers were chosen because
they were not used in the United States
or Canada as either an area code or as the
first three numbers in any phone number.

1982 - Lupe Fiasco, American hip-hop
artist is bom

Besides making incredible music that
has been performed at prestigious lo¬
cations such as the Grey Cage, Lupe
started his own record label, owns two
clothing lines, and has designed shoes
for Reebok.

1985 - Hezbollah is founded.

And the collective groans from the
world’s non-militant Muslims were
heard.
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Poor, poor Mr. Romney
It’s too bad that Mr. Romney just doesn’t get it
Just a few weeks ago, Mitt Rom¬
ney, the likely Republican nominee for
President, went on CNN and said, “I’m
not concerned about the very poor. We
have a safety net there.” Ever since, po¬
litical pundits have been having a field
day with his faux pas, and rightfully so.
Romneys comments unleashed a bar¬
rage of chatter from every direction.
Besides the obvious outlandish¬
ness of Romney’s comment, one must
ask: how does anyone actually say this?
In her recent New York Times article,
“Mitt Speaks. Oh, No!,” columnist Gail
Collins deconstructs what Romney said
on CNN.
“Mitt was just being Mitt and try¬
ing to present himself as the candidate
of the middle class, which he defined as
‘the 90-95 percent of Americans who,
right now, are struggling.’ Subtract the
1 percent at the top and Romney ap¬
peared to be saying that he was abso¬
lutely not going to direct his campaign
at the bottom 4 percent of the Ameri¬
can public,” said Collins.

How can anyone running for presi¬
dent claim on national television that
they do not care about the poorest of
the poor in America? It all comes back
to the emblematic Republican belief
that the rich have gotten to where they
are because of their virtuous and backbending work — and that the poor are
lazy, or dumb, or do not deserve any¬
one’s help.
Just living in the U.S. is in itself a
huge advantage, because much of what
rich people earn comes from the social
capital that we have. As billionaire in¬
vestor and philanthropist Warren Buf¬
fet has said, “If you stick me down in
the middle of Bangladesh or Peru, you’ll
find out how much this talent is going
to produce in the wrong kind of soil.”
In his recent New York Times op¬
ed, “The Great Divorce,” David Brooks
seems to share similar ideas to Romney’s
— get ready for this — that everyone
is just ganging up and blaming the top
1 percent for everything that is wrong
with America.

From the desk of the Mayor
Executive Department
Robert E Macdonald.
Matjor

Lewiston
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February 6, 2012

Ted Goundie
Dean of Students
Bates College
102 Lane Hall
Lewiston ME 04240
Dear Dean Goundie:
As Mayor of the City of Lewiston, I am writing to communicate with the
students at Bates College. The students are a vital part of our community, and
we greatly value the relationship that exists between them and the City. In
particular, we especially appreciate the countless hours of volunteerism that the
students provide within the LA area.
As such, I would appreciate you sharing with the students that I am very
Interested in their thoughts and ideas as to how we can further enhance the City
of Lewiston. We have many positive offerings here, ranging from restaurants
serving delicious foods, to recreational activities, to theatre, to the arts, to new
businesses; however, as a new Mayor, I am seeking additional ways to further
build up the place we call home.
We currently have two Bates graduates serving on the Lewiston City
Council, and they bring much insight to our discussions and vision for the future.
In that regard, i would welcome current Bates students' input, their creativity f and
their own vision for ways we can make Lewiston an even better place in which to
live, work, play, and raise a family. What can we do, from their perspective, to
improve?
in addition, I would like to encourage Bates students to consider staying
here after graduation. They are part of our community for a significant period of
time, and it would be very encouraging if they decided to iocaliy develop their
career goals upon receiving their degree. Now, 1 certainly realize that not all
Bates students would choose to stay here, but we would enthusiastically
embrace those individuals who might decide to pursue their personal and
professional aspirations here, as well as be engaged within the community.
Please know that there is currently a very active local group entitled the
Young Professionals of the Lewiston-Auburn Area, and Bates students would no
doubt be tremendous assets to their efforts. We are also in the process of
identifying ways to develop our riverfront into a multi-faceted area that would be
appealing to young professionals. Indeed, many exciting things are happening in
Lewiston, to also include the reawakening of Lisbon Street with various shops,
businesses, and eateries.
I would ask that you circulate this letter to Bates students and encourage
them to contact me at rmacdonald@lewistonmaine.gov or via 513-3121. Thank
you for your assistance.
Sincerely,

fttpc
ajUZjP
Robert E. Macdonald
Mayor of Lewiston

“Democrats claim America is
threatened by the financial elite, who
hog society’s resources. But that’s a dis¬
traction. The real social gap is between
the top 20 percent and the lower 30 per¬
cent. The liberal members of the upper
tribe latch onto this top 1 percent nar¬
rative because it excuses them from the
central role they themselves are playing
in driving inequality and unfairness,”
said Brooks.
A distraction? I’ll tell you what the
distraction is. It is conservative political
pundits like Brooks who argue that the
elite of the elite actually live “conserva¬
tive” and more “traditionalist” lives than
everyone else. The $21.6 million Rom¬
ney “made” last year does not lend itself
to a conservative or traditional lifestyle.
So, who is at fault here? Romney
claims he does not care about the poor
and Brooks claims Democrats are skew¬
ing what is really wrong in America.
It’s these kinds of conservative be¬
liefs that have gotten us to where we
are now — no one can ever agree on

anything because Republicans are con¬
vinced the Democrats are trying to take
money away from them. I can’t tell you
how many calls I received over the sum¬
mer during an internship in a Demo¬
cratic Connecticut office in the House
of Representatives from people worried
that they would have to pay higher tax¬
es. I almost wanted to tell them, “Not
unless you’re a millionaire!”
Along with these common miscon¬
ceptions shared among many Republi¬
cans comes the fact that people simply
do not care. Many do not like to think
about the poor, or if they do, they argue
that the poor do not deserve help be¬
cause they are lazy or “haven’t worked
hard enough.”
England used to send their poor
people to Debtors’ Prison and most of
our country was built from the hard
work of indentured servants and slaves.
It is time for everyone to realize that, as
human beings, we have a responsibility
to help others. And this means a respon¬
sibility to everyone. Yes, Mr. Romney

— that means the “very poor,” and es¬
pecially the very poor.
Charles Dickens’ 200lh birthday
was just celebrated about a week ago.
I’m sure many of us have read a little
of Dickens, and perhaps know his feel¬
ings about the poor. As he says in A
Christmas Carol: “There is nothing on
which [the world] is so hard as poverty;
and there is nothing it professes to con¬
demn with such severity as the pursuit
of wealth.”
It seems that Dickens knew best. It
is time for everyone to take responsibil¬
ity, as Americans, for helping others. It
is not about the 1 percent or the 99 per¬
cent and who says whose fault it is. It is
about people taking responsibility.
And if anyone wants to paraphrase
Oliver Twist’s famous request — “Please,
sir, I want some more — don’t go asking
Mr. Romney, because clearly he thinks
you have quite enough.

One million moms does not include
my mom
SCOTT OLEHNIK
STAFF WRITER

America, we need to have a little
chat. This country, ever since the end
of slavery and the beginning of Civil
Rights, has had a special bond with the
word bigotry. Whether it is fighting big¬
otry, or denouncing those who preach
it, most would agree that bigotry is a
bad thing.
Let’s look at the Republican race for
the nomination. I would call them the
acceptable faces of bigotry in the 21st
Century United States of America. It is
disgustingly unconscionable.
I have been routinely appalled at the
openness with which these people spew
their blatant hatred for a lifestyle that is
becoming more accepted in mainstream
America. I want to shy away from mak¬
ing this a wholly anti-republican article,
but any discussion about same-sex is¬
sues necessitates the inclusion of the
Republican race.
Imagine Mitt Romney, Rick Santorum, Newt Gingrich, and Ron Paul
standing up at a debate and telling the
crowd, “No, we do not think that Af¬
rican-Americans should be able to get
married — it’s disgusting. They cannot
form a stable home life and raise suc¬
cessful children. Furthermore, they will
raise children who themselves will grow
up to be African-American.” The outcry
would be tremendous, appropriately so.
These sentiments are ludicrous. Even
writing them as a hypothetical example
is sickening.
However, if we simply change a few
words, the entire phrase picks up new
meaning, and forms a neat summary of
the way that many people feel about ho¬
mosexual and LGBT people. The dif¬
ference is that politicians can tout ho¬
mophobia, at a debate no less, and get
thunderous applause. This, my friends,
is the acceptable face of bigotry in to¬

day’s society.
A bigot, as defined in MerriamWebster’s English dictionary is “one
who regards or treats the members of a
group (as a racial or ethnic group) with
hatred and intolerance.” Bigotry is the
practice of those beliefs. Hatred toward
a group that is different from oneself
— and this applies to those in the Re¬
publican contest and many across the
country.
So, we’ve taken a broad look at this
issue, but what sparked my rage? The
issue with Ellen Degeneres, JCPenney,
and One Million Moms has illustrated
the entire situation better than any Re¬
publican has.
The basic gist is this: JCPenney
picked up Degeneres as their spokes¬
person. As a result, the women of
the organization One Million Moms
started gnashing their teeth, stomping
their feet, picking up their pitchforks,
and lighting their torches. They called
for JCPenney to kick Ellen to the curb
and choose a more “traditional” (read:
medieval) spokesperson.
They said, as part of a statement,
“By jumping on the pro-gay bandwag¬
on, JC Penney is attempting to gain a
new target market and in the process
will lose customers with traditional val¬
ues that have been faithful to them over
all these years.”
I’m just going to let that sit there
and sink in. Having touted their own
victories over the likes of the evil Disney
Empire by having an offensive remark
removed from their channel, these little
crusaders then chose to go after another
corporation that is, as they see it, sup¬
porting the downfall of the United
States.
Luckily, JCPenney stood by Ellen
Degeneres. But OMM has not stepped
back. Crusaders for Jesus never take a
break, so this will not be the last we hear
of the toads over at One Million Moms.
While this fiasco has given JCPen¬

ney some good press, it has also given
press to OMM, and they will no doubt
use this opportunity to expand their
cadres of small-minded charlatans.
We need, as a country and as a cul¬
ture, to step up and say that we will not
stand for such overt intolerance. You
don’t need to be part of the LGBT com¬
munity to see that there is a problem
with the fact that one can stand on a
soapbox and spout anti-homosexual ha¬
tred and be applauded for it.
I am not gay, but how could I sit
here with so many friends, classmates,
and fellow beings that are and pretend
that it doesn’t matter to me? I can’t. It
matters because first they tell the homo¬
sexual community that they can’t marry,
and then they tell the atheist commu¬
nity that it’s not OK to disbelieve, and
then they tell the scientific community
that it’s not OK to teach evolution. If
you give these people an inch, they are
bound to take a mile.
In a world where a gay soldier can
be booed at a Republican debate for
asking about “Don’t Ask; Don’t Tell,”
we need to see change. In a world where
a group claiming to represent mothers
everywhere try to take down a personal¬
ity representing human values because
she doesn’t conform to their own beliefs,
we need to see change. And finally, in a
world where teens of the LGBT com¬
munity jump off bridges because those
around them can’t understand what
they believe, we need to see change.
It is time to tell those who preach
intolerance that we will not stand for it.
We do not want homophobic elected
officials. We do not want groups claim¬
ing that our moms are homophobic. We
do not want the world to see our culture
as homophobic.
As the election season draws nearer,
we need to show the world that bigotry
is not to be tolerated, and that the “ac¬
ceptable face of bigotry” is no longer ac¬
ceptable.
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Polifrix are for kids!
ALEC GREENBERG
ASSISTANT FORUM EDITOR

It can be difficult to have your gar¬
bage sifter fine-tuned at all times when
it comes to political speeches. Some¬
where, sometime, a candidate is going
to be able to slip past your guard and jab
you in the ribs. Yes, they’re that good
with rhetoric. People in Washington,
by and large, have such an ironhanded
grip on their emotions that they’re able
to lie with glimmering teeth.
Many of today’s politicians have
mastered the art of what could be named
“the money smile.” This is when a poli¬
tician says something like “the Ameri¬
can people are hurting, we’ve got to help
them!” to raucous applause. The smile
is the slyest part. They’re smiling be¬
cause they’ve managed to say one thing
and mean another successfully, and
more importantly for them, get paid.
That smile is the sound of “ca-ching!”
While we’re mulling over his “American
people!” sound byte, he’s passing legisla¬
tion that guts us, the American people.
SOPA anyone?
This brings to mind a conversa¬
tion that I recently saw between Sean

Hannity and Sarah Palin on a televised
rally. It was very hush-hush, and the
two shared several all-too-knowing
glances while they let their supporters
cheer bewilderedly. At one point, Pal¬
in said something like this: “We know
what the problem is — it’s the rampant
spending,” while the duo glided deftly
through and overshadowed the topic.
They don’t tell the truth because it
financially benefits them to do so. A
perfect example is the housing crisis.
Who makes all the money in interest
when someone takes on a mortgage that
is unrealistic? The banks do, and the
banks fund the politicians. It’s a fetid
little funnel.
This is why it’s so important to be
aware of the dangerous Republican pres¬
idential candidates. Let’s take a look at
Rick Santorum. Here’s a trimmed snip¬
pet from his speech after the Iowa cau¬
cus results were announced: “I believe
in cutting taxes ... I propose cutting $5
trillion from this budget over the next
five years .. . But I also believe we as Re¬
publicans have to look at those who are
not doing well in our society by just cut¬
ting taxes and balancing budgets, and
that’s why I put forth a plan that Iowans

responded to... Let’s create two rates,
10 percent and 28 percent. Why 28
percent? If it’s good enough for Ronald
Reagan, it’s good enough for me.”
The sentence referencing struggling
citizens is key. Santorum knows that he
must pander to people who are expe¬
riencing tough times, but he offers no
solution. He’s simply doing lip service.
The policy he suggests —cutting gov¬
ernment programs — hurts low-income
people. With fewer government pro¬
grams, fewer citizens have a way to get
involved with the country and feel good
about it. What, is J.P. Morgan & Co.
going to scoop them up and let them
into their social clubs? No!
Mitt Romney’s speech after the
New Hampshire primary was a finger¬
nail better than Santorum’s lies. But
all Romney could seem to do was put a
beat down on Obama: “The President
puts his faith in government. We put
our faith in the American people.”
First of all, what does Mitt Romney
know about the American people? He
owns something like ten lavish homes
and a quarter of a billion dollars. And
he is supposed to be able to identify
with us? No thank you. In addition, a

significant portion of Romneys speech
had no substance. It was a rehash of
“he’s bad/I’m good.” Furthermore, I
also have a bone to pick about the dress
down of government.
Let’s take the example of Rick Perry.
Now he’s no longer in the race, but I
don’t think his philosophy differs by
leaps and bounds from someone like
Santorum. Romney is different, but
let’s pay attention to the logic put for¬
ward by this “Politico” article before
we consider him: “Perry has repeatedly
decried the spending culture of Wash¬
ington, railing against both President
Barack Obama’s healthcare law and the
federal stimulus. But as it happens, Tex¬
as has taken a lot of money from both. “
More than $380 million in early
grants and other aid from the federal
health law have already gone to the
businesses and agencies in the Lone Star
State, according to figures from the De¬
partment of Health and Human servic¬
es, and Texas ended up with $17 billion
from the stimulus.”
Do we really think Mitt Romney
would be above something like this?
Let’s be real. Republicans say they’re
against big government, except when it

profits them. They’re not really against
big government. The government funds
the military, which is a huge Republican
cash cow because of defense contracts,
for goodness sake. We’ve got to band
together to recognize this chicanery be¬
fore it is too late.
What I’m trying to demarcate here
is an argument I first heard from Cenk
Uygur of The Young Turks. Uygur
claims that this country’s politics have
dramatically shifted to the right over the
past decade. It’s ironic because the Rea¬
gan monkeys would have disappointed
the man himself.
Further, Reagan’s ideas were debat¬
able as well. From “Our Inner Ape,” By
Frans de Waal: “In the post-Enron era
the public has begun to realize again- as
if it had not always known- that unmit¬
igated capitalism rarely brings out the
best in people. Reagan and Thatcher’s
‘gospel of greed’ went sour.” Even evo¬
lutionary biologists are able to debunk
Republicans. And that was written be¬
fore the catastrophe in 2008.
Hand power back to the Republi¬
cans? Better think twice.
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Letter to the Editor
To the editor:
As a Bates student I was dismayed by the nature of last week’s one-time-only return of the Bates Student sex col¬
umn. As a college student, I appreciate the value, and even the need, to include a sex column in our student newspaper.
However, understanding that this tradition of a weekly sex column has now become defunct, bringing it back for the sole
purpose of publishing this article is an embarrassment for what it means to be a Bates student.
For those readers who did not read the article, let me outline its contents for you. The primary foundational
premise is that the men of Bates College frequently enjoy receiving oral sex. Yet, apparently, givers of this oral sex (or these
blowjobs, as it is commonly referred) are not adequately skilled enough to live up to these men’s expectations. Through the
use of multiple and far-ranging sports analogies, Palo worked diligently to address what he sees as common errors in the
methods used by such blowjob-givers. As he summarily concludes, “don’t worry about the duration of the act just follow the
Boy Scout motto and always ‘Be Prepared.’” Thus, while Palo tries to address gender bias by talking to both “women and
guys,” and to deny the presence of gendered power dynamics by saying “oral sex is an activity that both partners enjoy,” he
has ultimately only made the implication of this article more clear: we at Bates must learn how to better please our men.
And this is an implication I find elementally offensive to the egalitarian ideals of Bates as an institution, and to my¬
self, as a Bates student. Had this column been one of a series of articles about sex, or even the true resurgence of the weekly
“Bates Student staple,” its content may not have been taken so offensively. However, because this now-defunct weekly sex
column was brought back for one week, and “one week only” (as we are reminded by BatesRates), with its sole and express
purpose being to publish this particular article, there is no viable explanation or recourse other than to be offended.
At many institutions, campus newspapers are the pride and joy of their student bodies; these papers highlight
important campus happenings and work to reflect the ideals of their school’s culture and institution. If this is true of our
student newspaper, too, what does this one-time-only return of the sex column represent about our culture, our collective
institution, and, ultimately, ourselves as members of this student body? Is it possible that we can so obviously venerate male
sexual pleasure while ignoring the gendered and inegalitarian implications present in the publication of this sex column?
As a member of this student body, I sincerely hope not.
- Kerry Gross T2

To the Editor:
As Bates students and alumni, we were offended by the one-time-only resurgence of the
sex column published in last week’s paper. This is not to say we are opposed to the publication
of a sex column, but rather to say that the content of such a column must not be elementally of¬
fensive to our Bates ideals. As a student body, and as an institution, we strive for egalitarianism
and an equality of discourse. This recent sex column was not an expression of either, and thus
we do not believe that it has a legitimate place in our student newspaper.
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Treat your lady right:
a few tips for those
who flunked V-Day
ISRAEL B.
CONTRIBUTING SEX COLUMNIST

Cosmopolitan, Glamour and other
magazines may be “written to appeal
to 40-year old stay at home wives, who
lead relatively boring sex lives,” but they
also stress the importance of telling
your partner what to do. Because let’s
be honest, you’re clueless when it comes
to oral sex. While we’re sure many on
campus appreciated the comprehensive
sport guide to giving a blowjob, we fig¬
ured there were some Batesies question¬
ing their own technique when it comes
to pleasing their lady.
For starters, it is no secret that a
battery-powered machine knows how to
please us best. We don’t mean to say that
we don’t want a person in our lives, but
let’s not pretend you can’t be augmented
when it comes to giving pleasure.
To address some key points in
the informative guide, foreplay might
not be crucial for you, but the female
anatomy is more complicated than the
hyperactive male “brain.” You may be
turned on, but we aren’t always ready
to go— we like some pre-game pump
up. We’re not asking you to tell us we’re
beautiful or kiss us gently (although
that never hurts), it just requires a good
hand and a soft tongue touch. So unlace
your sneakers and pull out your tongue
because only girls can look sexy with
shoes on in bed.
Here’s a quick tip — a kiss on the
neck goes a long way. At which point
you can head that way. Down, that is.

“Keeping with the sports analogy,”
this act takes coordination, so avoid any
fumbles and we won’t need to go over a
recovery. Keep your hands soft, tongue
out, and go deep. Variation is also criti¬
cal, so don’t bore us; have a playbook.
Run some crazy eights, go down the
middle, but don’t neglect the sides and
always stay spread out.
This is a team sport, so use all your
players. The combination of plays run
by the hands and the mouth will cre¬
ate a sensation that will overcome any
distractions preventing success. And
remember, though the NFL is a guys
league, but every girl knows sending
your runners out in a flying v is a risky
play that could leave your quarterback
exposed. And no one likes to get caught
in a sack. This game requires 100 per¬
cent of your commitment and only
practice makes perfect.
The importance of an occasional
moan was stressed last week in your
“how to guide” for oral. So here’s a hint:
during the act, if you aren’t hearing any,
you’re not doing it right. Finally, we ap¬
preciate the attention, but we’re sensi¬
tive down there. This isn’t a video game.
Believe it or not, you can take your
time, as we are in no rush.
We know it’s not easy, but we al¬
ways appreciate the effort, and worse
case scenario we move on to the next
fun activity.

Knives, spoons, and forks in the White
House

Spiders the average human with eat when
they are sleeping in their lifetime

Dreams the average human has in one
year

Hours the longest Monopoly game played
in a bathtub

Percent of people who can flare their
nostrils
Source: thehumorblog.com
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What does it mean to be black?
Author Toure brings the discusson to campus
IZZY MAKMAN
MANAGING NEWS EDITOR

Author, social critic and musical
journalist Toure visited Bates on Janu¬
ary 8th to discuss his book, Who’s Afraid
of Post-Blackness and engage the cam¬
pus in discourse to what it means to be
black in modern society.
Toure opened his talk with the sub¬
ject of modern racism in today’s society.
He stated that the phrase “post -racial”
has been used to describe the era since
Barack Obama’s election, but argues
that it is a description that offers false
hope. “Racism still has a huge impact
on how American functions,” he said.
Before writing his book, Toure in¬
terviewed one hundred and five people,
asking them to explain the most racist
thing they had ever experienced. Rac¬
ism is an attempt to tell a person that he
is inferior, according to Toure.
Toure found in his poll that older
people, who experienced the racism of
the 1950s and 1960s, had stories simi¬
lar in scope to people who could only
remember the 1990s. The only differ¬
ence between the stories from the dif¬
ferent generations was where the racist
incidences took place. In instances of
modern racism, the discrimination and
cruelty came as a shock, because most
modern people do not expect to be at¬
tacked, he said. While racism used to

occur blatantly on the street, it now oc¬
curs within the walls of Ivy League insti¬
tutions or prominent investment firms,
according to Toure.
The author explained that nearly
all of his subjects answered in the same
way to his question; “The answer is un¬
knowable”. Expounding on this, Toure
explained that many black people feel
that the most racist acts against them
occur behind the closed doors of confer¬
ence rooms or bank offices. “They can
decide not to give you a job promotion
or a home loan, and you’ll never know,”
said Toure, “there are secret incidences
of racism occurring behind people’s
backs.”
Toure described that the existence
of modern racism has become harder
and harder to prove because people
and corporations take steps to cover it
up. By letting a few black people into
the upper echelons of the professional
world, companies can then point to
those token black professionals and
boast of their all-inclusive, anti-racist
practices. “It makes it easier to argue
that white supremacy doesn’t exist,” said
Toure, “but that isn’t true.”
What the general public doesn’t re¬
alize, explained the author, is that those
few black people have had to work so
much harder to get to where they are.
Letting a few black people into the elite
class, asserted Toure, “is like releasing a

tiny bit of air so that the bottle doesn’t
explode.” It makes people happy for the
time being, releasing a little bit of pres¬
sure, but it doesn’t solve the problem,
he said.
Toure described how black Ameri¬
cans live with a constant feeling of selfconsciousness, never knowing if the
shop keeper is scowling because he is
tired or because he doesn’t want a black
man in his store. “One moment of rac¬
ism in your life makes you worried that
everyone else feels that way too,” said
Toure. Vicarious racism, when someone
observes racism happen to another in¬
dividual, is also an issue that the author
addressed. All racist experiences build
up, making black people wonder who
they can and cannot trust, according to
the author.
Lastly, Toure described several strat¬
egies for dealing with racism. He sug¬
gested finding an existing role model,
someone who has “gone before you
and made it” to provide inspiration and
hope. Second, he proposed “relying on
yourself to be the main judge of you.
Don’t let white people judge you for
who you are.”
“I can’t tell you what we need to
do, [racism] is an amorphous thing that
is in control of much of our society. I
don’t know when we will be able to tell
our children, now, finally, we have over¬
come,” Toure concluded.

Bates Downtown concert series helps build relationship
between College and Lewiston community
MICHAELA BRADY
STAFF WRITER

“Bates Downtown” is a new jazz
concert series, founded and organized
by the manager of the Olin Arts Center,
Seth Warner, for the local community
to enjoy. “The series is a way of bring¬
ing just a little bit of the arts happen¬
ing at Bates downtown [to LewistonAuburn],” explained Warner.
This January marked the first con¬
cert as Warner was able to secure a venue
in Lewiston to showcase the musical tal¬
ent of Bates faculty. “So far I have been
featuring Bates faculty and our applied
music instructors,” Warner said. Warner
has already hosted two concerts and is
planning three more for the remaining
portion of the academic year, which will
take place on March 2nd, April 6th and
May 4th. Students and members of the
community can expect to see perfor¬
mances similar to previous concerts at
these shows, he said.
This concert series, which features
not only jazz, but classical and other
genres, works to promote a healthy re¬
lationship between the college and the
community. “On another level, [the se¬
ries] is simply a gift to the community
and a way to interact with Bates away
from the campus,” said Warner. The
concert series allows members of Bates
and members of the Lewiston-Auburn
community to simply interact through
the medium of music.
Currently, Bates Downtown is in
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Breaking down gender
stereotypes one stitch at a
time
MICHELLE PHAM
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Each Monday night at 9pm, dedi¬
cated members of the Knitwits, the
Bates knitting club, can be found con¬
gregated in Le Ronj. The group gathers
weekly to to knit, talk and share ideas.
Although some perceive knitting
as traditionally female activity, this ste¬
reotype is currently undergoing a trans¬
formation at the college. Ryan Espiritu
T3, of Vancouver, Canada is a dedi¬
cated member of the Knitwits, who first
joined as a freshman. At the beginning
of his Bates knitting career, Espiritu was
often the only male at the meetings.
However, since then the gender ratio
seems to have evened out, although the
cluh remains largely female. Despite be¬
ing in the gender minority, Espiritu re¬
mains a faithful knitter.
“I started knitting because my sis¬
ter used to do it. She taught me the ba¬
sics, and then I picked up a lot along
the way. I knit because it’s an enjoyable,
relaxing way to be creative. It’s a perfect
way to make personalized, tangible,
heartfelt, and cheap presents for all oc¬
casions,” Espiritu said.
Although there is a traditional rela¬
tionship between knitting and the idea
of domesticity, Espiritu believes that the
past few decades have proven how con¬
ventional gender roles are archaic and
outdated. “I see nothing particularly
feminine about being able to make my¬
self a functional and fun article of cloth¬
ing for 1 or 2 dollars worth of yarn,” he
said.
Building off his success in the Knit¬
wits, Espiritu was inspired to start his

POP SHOPPE
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trained as a cook while the other washes
dishes, as well as another waitress, also
named Chantelle. “Chantelle number
two is like my adopted daughter,” Wood
said.
In an attempt to attract more Bates
business to the Pop Shoppe, the Woods
have established a karaoke night every
Thursday. “Last Thursday we had may¬
be forty Bates kids, it was great,” Wood
said. During karaoke, the diner serves
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the pilot stage of its development, if
students, faculty, and Lewiston respond
positively then the concert series will
likely continue next year, according to
Warner.
Warner was incited to reinvent this
new musical series after “finding that
the music departments noonday series
attendance was suffering.” “I thought it
would be worthwhile to explore some
other options of offering these type of
“open” to the public performances,” he
said.
The series is being held off-campus
because it is designed to bring what the
college has to offer into the commu¬
nity and not force the community into

Bates. “I know that the concert hall is
not always the perfect place to attract
new audiences and the campus itself
is also a deterrent to some who might
want to experience what we offer. [It
will be] good to see what develops,”
Warner said.
The key to success for Bates Down¬
town is attendance, Warner stressed.
“Anything arts-wise that Bates offers
is better when people attend, no mat¬
ter where it is held,” he said. Warner
encouraged all interested students and
community members to attend the fu¬
ture concerts to ensure a continued fu¬
ture for the series.

community,” President Nancy Cable
said.
Endowed professorships, as de¬
scribed by Cable, are a “real honor”,
and provide professors with extra sup¬
port and resources to enable them to
provide the best academic experience
possible. In total, six professors were
awarded endowed professorships; Pro¬
fessor Rebecca Herzig of the Women
and Gender Studies and American Cul¬
tural Studies departments, Professor

own company called Espirituqes. The
name was inspired by the word “tuque”
which is Canadian slang for a beanie,
or a knitted woolen hat. Although his
venture was economically successful,
Espiritu now gives his creations away
to friends and family, rather than sell¬
ing them. These creations include hats,
scarves, headbands, mittens, socks and
bandana-face masks for skiing, all done
created by forms of knitting, crocheting
or sewing.
Sean Murphy T5, another male
member of the Knitwits, puts his cro¬
cheting skills to use on a regular basis.
Murphy started crocheting in his fresh¬
man year of high school when he was
searching for a winter hat, but couldn’t
find one to suit his tastes. After going
online and finding a few crocheting tu¬
torials on Youtube, he decided to pick
up the activity. Murphy’s current proj¬
ects include three-fourths of a sweater,
a few hats and scarves. Additionally, he
is currently aspiring to create 3D figures
through crocheting. Murphy attributes
crocheting to helping him develop a
diversified wardrobe. “I enjoy making
hats that match my outfits and pieces
that keep me warm while skiing... It can
take me as little as 15 minutes to make a
hat depending on the sizes of the hooks
that I use,” he said.
In addition to Espiritu and Mur¬
phy, some other notable male members
include crochet-master Johnny Sowles,
knitting-phenomenon Chris Boyd,
Jourdan Fanning and Josh Arenstam. As
more Bobcat men take up knitting and
crocheting, the gender stereotypes sur¬
rounding the activities have become less
pronounced.
bar style food such as buffalo wings,
nachos, Caesar salads and gorgonzola
French fries, as well as a wide selection
of beer and wine.
The Woods appear to love the Pop
Shoppe, devoting almost all of their
time to running the diner. “We’re get¬
ting to retirement ages,” she explained,
“and if someone offers us what we are
asking we’ll take it, but that won’t hap¬
pen anytime soon and until then, we’ll
be open for business, Monday through
Sunday 7 to 2.”

Erica Rand of the Arts and Visual Cul¬
ture and Women and Gender Studies
departments, Professor Marcus Bruce of
the Religious Studies department, Pro¬
fessor Glenn Lawson of the Chemistry
department, Professor Jane Costlow of
the Environmental Studies department
and Professor Lynne Lewis of the Eco¬
nomics department.
“I am enormously impressed and
very proud of the breadth and depth
of academic rigor, scholarly work, and
dedication to the college community,”
Cable said of the newly honored ten¬
ured and endowed professors.

Newly Tenured Professors and Coaches;
Myron M. Beasley
Assistant Professor of African American and American Cultural Studies
Dale Edward Chapman
Assistant Professor of Music
Sue Edna Marie Catherine Houchins
Associate Professor of African American Studies
Nancy Susan Koven
Assistant Professor of Psychology
Brett S. Allen
Head Coach of Women’s Lacrosse
Jennifer L. Hartshorn
Head Coach of Women’s Cross Country and Trade and Field

Newly Named Endowed Professorships:
Christian A. Johnson Professorship in Interdisciplinary Studies
Rebecca Herzig, Ph.D.
Professor of Women and Gender Studies and American Cultural Studies
Whitehouse Professorship
Erica Rand, Ph.D.
Professor of Arts and Visual Culture and Women and Gender Studies
Benjamin E. Mays Professorship of Religious Studies
Marcus C. Bruce, Ph.D.
Professor of Religious Studies
Charles A. Dana Professorship of Chemistry
T. Glenn Lawson, Ph.D.
Professor of Chemistry
EMMA ISRAEL/THE BATES STUDENT

Look forward to our next issue for a discussion
of the future plans for Chase Hall.

Clark A. Griff th Professorship in Environmental Studies
Jane T. Costlow, Ph.D.
Professor of Environment Studies
Elmer W. Campbell ’27 Professorship of Economics
Lynne Y. Lewis, Ph.D.
Professor of Economics
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The Laramie Project confronts hatred,
homophob

NICOLETTE WHITNEY/THE BATES STUDENT

laws, religion, economics, education,
LUV/AIDS, gender, and sexuality. Sim¬
ilar to a documentary, the play re-tells
the events that occurred on the ill-fated
night of Shepard’s murder, incorporat¬
ing witness testimonies, interviews and
local opinions from Laramie.
To open the narrative, Alanna
Hoffman T5 describes how the series
of interviews turned into a play, while
both the interviewers and interviewees
provided background about Wyoming
and their personal associations with
Laramie. In the descriptions, Charlie
Emple T2 poses as a local farmer who
mentions that Wyoming is the least
populated state in the country. We hear
from local characters including ranch¬
ers, farmers, limousine drivers, Uni¬
versity of Wyoming’s president, Lara¬
mie residents, and university students.
Overall, the 14 actors play 40 different
characters.
One character, a theater student
named Jedadiah Schultz, spoke of his
auditions for a scholarship where he
performed a scene from Tony Kushner’s
Angels in America: A Gay Fantasia on
National Themes, even though his par¬
ents disapproved because he intended to
play a homosexual character. In present¬
ing details on the “gay issue,” a back¬
drop is constructed providing context
for Shepard’s murder.
On the evening of his murder, Mat¬
thew Shepard traveled to Fort Collins,

NICOLETTE WHITNEY
MANAGING ARTS & LEISURE EDITOR

Co-directed by Michelle Schloss
’12 and Spencer Collet ’13, The Rob¬
inson Players performed The Laramie
Project at Bates for one weekend only.
Three showings took place between Fri¬
day, Feb. 10 and Sunday afternoon in
Gannett Theater.
Moises Kaufman’s The Laramie
Project is a play about the events lead¬
ing to the 1998 murder of young col¬
lege student Matthew Shepard, as well
as its aftermath. Shepard, a gay student
who attended the University of Wyo¬
ming, was murdered as a part of a hate
crime instigated by homophobia.
Members of Kaufman’s theatrical
group at the Tectonic Theater Company
travelled with their director to Wyo¬
ming, over the course of two years, to
conduct in-person interviews with the
inhabitants of Laramie. Kaufman used
the interviews with the residents to cre¬
ate a dialogue and, ultimately, a play. In
the production of the play, more than
400 interviews with about 100 Laramie
residents were conducted, as well as per¬
sonal journal entries from the members
of Kaufman’s Tectonic Theater Project.
Each member, including Greg Pierotti,
John McAdams and Maude Mitchell,
reflects on his or her understanding of
the crime and its social significance re¬
garding issues such as Wyoming state

Colorado to attend a gay bar because
there were none in Wyoming. After leav¬
ing the bar later that night, 21-year-old
Shepard is tied to a cattle fence, beaten
up, robbed, and left out to die the cold
October climate. 18 hours later, a biker
finds his semi-conscious body. After
Shepard is taken to a hospital, medical
experts claim that he was beyond recov¬
ery due to serious head injuries. Two lo¬
cal, straight men, who were at the same
bar as Shepard earlier in the evening,
were charged with the crime.
While the play describes the events
that occurred on the evening Shepard
visited the bar, dialogue on religion
fuses with a discussion on gay identity.
We hear from leaders of popular church
affiliations in the area including Baptist,
Catholic, and Mormon establishments.
This scene, described as a discussion
about “the sociology of religion in the
Midwest,” unfolds with various com¬
ments from religious advocates regard¬
ing sexual “leniency,” the Bible as a
“guide,” and the ethics of the death pen¬
alty. A notable scene in the performance
includes a 7:30 a.m. meeting between
“two queers and a Catholic priest,”
who express their unique opinions on
the matter. Then, an Islamic feminist
discusses how adorning her headscarf
in public has changed her life and how
others judge her for her spiritual rela¬
tions with the lord.
In other interviews, we hear about

Shepard’s character and his identity as
a homosexual. The detailed narratives
form a story of Shepard’s death. A biker,
policeman, and hospital employee each
gives their thoughts. We are taken to the
courtroom where a conversation forms
about hate crimes. Next, the courtroom
turns into a newsroom—where the re¬
actions from media and press reports
publicize the event. The multiple stories
opine on whether we should refer to the
murder incident as a “hate crime” and
homophobia as a motive.
Towards the end of the play, vigils
and political demonstrations direct the
viewer to the many powerful under¬
tones in which the performance touches
upon. At Shepard’s funeral, a man in
a cowboy hat attends the service with
a sign saying, “GOD HATES FAGS.”
This sign poses the audience, head on,
with the uncomforting scene of Shepa¬
rd’s death and conflicting views about
“gay panic.”
The question we take from this,
then, is how do we move forward? What
is to come of this? In deep symbolism,
the play then returns to its earlier refer¬
ence to Angels in America as a way to
introduce activism and justice.
In presenting complex and confus¬
ing themes, the play highlights on dis¬
agreements. “The theme of ‘Live and
Let Live’ is very confusing,” co-director
Spencer Collet reflected. “What do we
do to respect the beliefs of people who

^ Arts & Leisure » Style Spotlight
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Hoffman ’15 trudges smartly through winter, Frye boots and all
NICOLETTE WHITNEY
MANAGING ARTS & LEISURE EDITOR

Alanna Hoffman T5 has emerged
this semester as a Theatre student. In
addition to her planned majors in The¬
atre and History, she sings with the
Merimanders, dances, and is involved
with the Robinson Players. While she
just recently played a major role as the
narrator in The Laramie Project, she in¬
tends to explore performance and style
in their many, diverse forms.
Coming from Birmingham, a
suburb outside of Detroit, Michigan,
Hoffman brings a vintage trend to
Bates. Thinking back to high school,
she remembers a steady emergence of a
personal style. At her school, she said,
“every Monday was a designated dress
day, which meant that girls had to wear
either dresses or skirts, which I think
influenced my tendency to dress up.”
In addition to structured dress on Mon¬
days, Hoffman had to abide by a dress
code. Because of the dress code, she ad¬
mitted, “I tend to shy away from wear¬
ing certain things that we couldn’t wear
in high school, like sweatpants, sweat¬
shirts, and t-shirts.” While she lived at
home, Hoffman’s sister demonstrated
an appeal for vintage clothing—some¬
thing she introduced Hoffman to. Set¬
tling into her own style, Hoffman takes
elements from different vintage looks.
»

NICOLETTE WHITNEY/
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For her, there’s something about the
“search” in finding a vintage item, as
well as its authenticity. “I like mixing
dressy fashion with casual fashion,” she
stated.
A clothing piece Hoffman considers
“essential,” are her Frye boots. “They go
with almost everything and they are a
huge staple in my wardrobe,” she con¬
firmed, “I live in them.” Also mention¬
ing a white circular scarf she adorns, she
often pairs the boots with the scarf in the

t

disagree with homosexuality while still
nurturing an environment where ho¬
mosexuals can self actualize on equal
terms as heterosexuals?” The question is
about how to create a safe space where
both parties can be happy, and where
they can learn to love each other be¬
cause of what they have in common.
The Robinson Players, Bates’s only
student-run theater group, essentially
functions as an independent theater
company—and this year marks their
90th anniversary. The Laramie Project
emphasizes the Robinson Players’ abil¬
ity to not only perform as leaders, but
also in creating a dialogue on campus
regarding gay sensibility, its presenta¬
tion, awareness, and its multifaceted
presence across the United States and
beyond.
Intentionally, The Robinson Players
chose to perform The Laramie Project
this year instead of The Vagina Mono¬
logues. “We wanted to start a discus¬
sion about issues of sexuality and hate
at Bates,” Collet said about the perfor¬
mance. “Our intention was to provide
a piece with very few judgments apart
from the judgment that hate, in all of
its forms, is wrong.” The play provokes
viewers to think, and according to Col¬
let, those who saw the production did
exactly that.

V

winter months. “And tights! I love wear¬
ing tights of all colors and patterns,” she
said, about her repetitive tendency to
pair large, draping vintage sweaters with
leggings and tights. Her clothing largely
consists of darker colors, earthy tones,
and whites. “I don’t think bright colors
are necessarily my thing.”
Hoffman is drawn to the classy ap¬
peal of Audrey Hepburn, while she also
looks to current designers for a compila¬
tion of trends. Some of her go-to design¬
ers include Elizabeth & James, Vince,
and Free People—“I’m also really loving
Chloe and Jason Wu.” Demonstrating
her appeal for vintage looks, she takes
inspiration from past styles and imbeds
them into her own interpretation. “I’m a
winter person—I love winter clothes so
much. Layering is definitely my thing.”
At Bates, Hoffman has observed an
eclectic style culture. “I see so many dif¬
ferent genres and variations,” she said
about the numerous looks students
boast on a regular basis. In consider¬
ing the unique path she has set out for
herself at the College, she is completely
open to changes in dress. Since Hoff¬
man has observed style and fashion
change on a regular basis, she is inspired
by its flexibility. “I certainly don’t plan
on dressing the same exact way for the
rest of my life.”

Seniors triumph in
Trivia Night 2012
those students that are not regular DJs,
to communicate with the board, use the
station, and hopefully get interested in
becoming more involved. At least, that’s
the idea. Things generally don’t go ex¬
actly as planned.
12 teams registered Friday evening,
having only a basic idea what was in
store for them in the coming hours. The
first point of the night was awarded to
the most creative team-name. Unfortu¬
nately that name is entirely unprintable,
so you will have to ask your friends. A
variety of songs were played and each
song had a corresponding trivia ques¬
tion. While the song played, WRBC
hotline, teams used the WRBC hotline
to call in, identify the song, and artist,
and answer the question. Each song
was an opportunity to get up to three
points.
Questions ranged from Bates and
WRBC trivia to pop-culture, geogra¬
phy, language, music and just about any
cheap-trick or factoid that could theo¬
retically stump participants. Google and
Wikipedia have made traditional trivia
questions far too easy. The challenge for
the WRBC board is to make questions

BRADLEY GEE &
ALEXANDER FIORILLE
CONTRIBUTING WRITERS

Dawn broke Saturday morning to
the sight of dozens of ragged students
wobbling their way across the quad
towards commons. In various states of
undress, at the edge of mental collapse,
sticky with sweat and smelling intensely
of balsamic-vinaigrette, these were the
survivors of WRBC Trivia Night 2012.
Trivia Night is an annual, allnight competition wherein teams of
6-10 compete to answer a wide range
of music and miscellaneous trivia,
prepared and read live on-the-air by
WRBC board members. As the night
progressed, hourly ‘physical challenges’
forced the teams to prove their resource¬
fulness and creativity by responding to
a series of intentionally vague prompts.
The real struggle, however, was within
each competitor. 10 hours of trivia is
not for the faint of heart. The night is
designed to use the medium of radio in
a way that differs entirely from the dayto-day function of WRBC. More like a
walky-talky than a radio show, it allows
the wider Bates community, especially
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Xiaoze Xie: Amplified Moments (1993-2008) opens at Bates Museum of Art
HANNAH ZWEIFLER
STAFF WRITER

The Bates College Museum of Art’s
(BMoA) current exhibition, Xiaoze Xie:
Amplified Moments (1993-2008), cu¬
rated by BMoA’s director, Dan Mills,
boasts an impressive collection of
artworks by the contemporary Chinese-American artist Xiaoze Xie. The
exhibition offers viewers the unique
opportunity to experience Xie’s artistic
breadth and development.
BMoA is the fourth and final des¬
tination for this exhibition, which has
been showing at galleries across the
country over the past year and a half.
Mills explained that while all prior exhi¬
bitions of Xie’s work have focused only
on pieces from the artist’s most recent
series, Amplified Moments showcases,
for the first time, a collection of key
works from each of Xie’s major series
from over a particularly productive fif¬
teen years of the artist’s practice.
Xie was born in southern China
in 1966. Living through the Cultural
Revolution of the 1960s and 70s and
witnessing the events at Tiananmen
Square in 1989, his experiences have in¬
spired the subject matter for some of the
works in this exhibition. After studying
architecture and painting in China, the
artist moved to the United States in the
early 1990s and received his Masters of
Fine Arts from the University of North
Texas. Today, a professor at Stanford
University, Xie is an internationally
renowned artist, and has exhibited his
works in galleries all over the globe to
high critical acclaim.
In a talk to the Bates community
on January 25 in the Olin Arts Center,
Xie discussed his work, stating, “I am by
no means a revolutionary: I don’t want
to give up painting for installation or
video; I don’t want to give up the figu¬
rative for the abstract; I don’t want to
give up the political for the cultural; I
don’t want to give up my Chinese-ness
for the universal; I would never give up
sincerity or beauty for irony. I want all
of these in my work.”
Ambitious, perhaps, but Xie is suc¬
cessful nonetheless. This statement not
only guide’s Xie’s artistic practice, but
also speaks to the complex layering of
meanings, approaches, and effects that
pervade his work. Xie’s paintings are
unwaveringly pluralistic: political yet

TRIVIA
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

entirely ‘un-Googlable.’ For example,
you may know that David Hasselhoff
had a brief stint as a Bates student.
That’s too easy. And you may know The
Hoff had a guest appearance on Who’s
Line is It Anyway? in the 80’s. Also easy
on its own. However, combine those
two facts, remove the celeb name, add
slurred speech and WRBC magic, and
you have a real head-scratcher that even
Google cant help with.
Physical challenges were an equally
important component where teams col¬
lected the lion’s share of points and in¬
famy. Challenges were announced each
hour, and then performed on the halfhour in the studio, judged by a panel
of Trivia Night staff. Winners of physi¬
cal challenges were given a gradient
of points based on how well executed
(or outrageous) their responses to the
challenges were. The most shocking
responses came from the ‘superlative
challenges’, which asked teams to reveal
their “blank-est” or “most blank” qual¬
ity. Senior team Big Skadoosh’s “Best
Dressed” won this challenge. Unfortu¬
nately, “dressed” had nothing to do with
clothing, and everything to do with
Hidden Valley Salad Dressing. This is
the magic of Trivia — out of what was
easily the weakest “challenge” on paper,

beautiful, photographic yet painterly,
urgent yet contemplative.
While Xie produces works in series,
several of which are represented by the
current exhibition, his works all revolve
around a specific set of subject matter
and themes. Mills pointed out that all
of Xie’s works are either images of (or
of images taken from) books or newspa¬
pers. In this way, Amplified Moments
showcases a simultaneously cohesive
and diverse body of work, and in turn,
exemplifies the artist’s creativity.
Books constitute one of Xie’s cen¬
tral subjects. The artist explained that
he was originally attracted to books as
an artistic subject for the way in which
they took on architectural forms, often
resembling buildings or tombstones. In
his paintings of books, Xie’s employ¬
ment of scale and perspective serve to
monumentalize knowledge.
Xie does not aim to merely portray
his deep respect for knowledge, howev¬
er. Rather, Xie is interested in exploring
“time, decay, and how things become
obsolete.”
Chinese Library No. 41 (2007), an
image of tattered and rumpled book
pages, for example, portrays the mere
neglect of knowledge. The digital prints
that make up Untitled (Modern Books)
(2007), show books by modern phi¬
losophers, such as Marx and Nietzsche,
flying through darkness, lit from below
by a warm orange, glow and suggesting
a burning book.
Similarly, Xie’s installation piece,
Order (The Red Guards) (1999), de¬
picts a pile of books destructed by the
Red Guards during the Cultural Revo¬
lution. The scroll on which the image is
painted spills out onto the gallery floor,
implicating the viewer into the scene. A
set of “perfect but harsh” metal squares
punctuates the image, representing the
exertion of a new world order over an
old one.
This theme of knowledge, becom¬
ing “obsolete,” is central to Xie’s later
paintings of newspapers. In these, Xie
becomes fascinated with the notion that
today’s news, in spite of its primacy and
urgency, becomes tomorrow’s garbage.
This is best exemplified by the tragic, yet
graceful solemnity of a work like AprilMay 2000, Shanghai No. 1 (2001) or
in paintings from his “Fragmentary
Views Series (1999- ),” like April 2004,
T.P. (2007). Here, Xie paints a stack of
newspapers just as he found them in a
the most epic of responses emerged.
Four teams were neck-and-neck
into the wee hours of the morning,
though the night had visibly taken its
toll on the participants and judges alike.
Lesser and sleepier teams had given up
hours before. The remaining teams rep¬
resented all four class-years, an unprec¬
edented showing from the underclass¬
men. In the final push, the two senior
teams, Big Skadoosh, hailing from the
Vale Street apartments and “Just An¬
other Icelandic Band” from The Palace
took definitive leads. By the narrowest
of margins, Skadoosh sealed the deal as
returning champions. They were amply
rewarded for their efforts with gifts from
many generous campus organizations
and local small businesses.
Trivia Night is a WRBC tradition
that persists despite itself. Radio Trivia is
not meant for a digital age, where infor¬
mation is only a click away and iphone
apps make song IDing equally easy. Allnight events rarely hold appeal on this
campus. And, at face value, Trivia seems
a hard sell when compared to the variety
of other socializing options. It is purely
the enthusiasm and talent of our stu¬
dent body (and the immense generosity
of our sponsors) that keep the tradition
alive. We hope you will join WRBC in
2013 for another shot at glory—you
will never look at salad the same way
again.
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Xiaoze Xie at work. BATES COLLEGE MUSEUM OF ART/COURTESY PHOTO

library, taking care to include the traces
that librarians leave—stickers, tags,
markers—when archiving them.
From the beginning of his artistic
practice, photography has played an
important role in Xie’s painting and
all of Xie’s paintings are based on the
artist’s own photographs (or on photo¬
graphs found in newspapers). While a
superficial glance at Xie’s works might
compel one to classify them as photo¬
realist, Xie’s large-scale oil paintings are
actually quite painterly.
Dan Mills explained, “he is by no
means a copyist. Rather, he fills in a
photograph’s lack of information in a
masterful way.” Indeed, Xie’s paintings
emulate a photograph’s changes in fo¬
cus and compositional cropping, and,
in this way, the artist is not at all con¬
cerned with concealing the influence
of photography. Rather, his images are,
in many ways, about photography. By
employing the qualities of photographs,
Xie develops a strong sense of space and
deploys a compelling balance of repre¬
sentation and full-on abstraction. The
effect is stunning.
Two works from Xie’s “Museum
Library Series (2005- )” are representa¬
tive of the relationship between photog¬
raphy and painting in Xie’s work. Both
The MoMA Library (1390p) (2005)
and The Metropolitan Museum of Art
Library (Diirer) (2006) are based on
photographs taken by Xie, made clear
by the compositions’ extreme cropping
and the out-of-focus backgrounds. Yet,
while Xie described museum libraries
as laden with fluorescent lighting and
severe industrial shelving, the effects of

those elements are absent in his paint¬
ings.
Instead, Xie produces a soft glow
and contemplative effect. Beyond the
books set in the foreground, the rest
of the library is blurred into abstracted
negative space. What is most impres¬
sive, however, is how Xie conceives
and manipulates the images so that the
books he paints appear representative of
their respective libraries. In one paint¬
ing the viewer sees, rendered in the rich
colors of master paintings, the unravel¬
ing cloth-bound, old-world books of
the Metropolitan Museum of Art Li¬
brary. In the other is a set of modern,
minimalist, streamlined, and nearly
monochromatic books from the MoMA
library.
Amplified Moments also includes
several works from Xie’s “Theatre of
Power (1995- )” series, paintings based
on monochromatic newspaper images.
Here, Xie concerns himself with images
of leaders, war, and crowds, and, above
all, with the theatres where politics hap¬
pen.
While the artist did not conceive
these images, Xie plays with represen¬
tation, abstraction, and repetition of
forms in a manner that renders these
paintings particularly interesting and
that further reveals his hand in work¬
ing with photographs. In his large-scale
painting November 5, 2004. N.Y.T.
(Bush Cabinet 2nd Term) (2008), for
example, Xie actively abstracts elements
of scene, while subtlety emphasizing the
repeated forms of the coffee cups and
folded hands of politicians.
The “Theatre of Power” series is fur¬

ther unique because Xie renders several
in ink on rice paper, recalling the artist’s
dualistic desire to marry his “Chineseness” with “the universal.” While one
might associate these works with the
Eastern tradition, Mills explained that
in many ways, they completely “break
Eastern artistic rules.”
The exhibition also showcases sever¬
al works from Xie’s “Fragmentary Views
Series (1999- ).” These works are based
on the artist’s photographs of stacks of
newspapers. What makes these interest¬
ing is the way in which the artist com¬
bines his interest in architectural forms,
text, and images into single paintings.
Further, the works in this series recre¬
ates the sense of urgency engendered by
news media. But, as a result, these lack
the beauty and successfully, contempla¬
tive effect of his earlier works.
Mills explained that BMoA aims to
bring exhibitions to Bates that would be
impressive exhibitions anywhere. The
exhibition of work by Xie further testi¬
fies to BMoA’s strong interest not only
in the art of our time, but also in artists
that offer a global perspective.
The show in BMoA represents the
fourth and last destination for this ex¬
hibition. The works included in the
exhibition have been acquired from
private collectors and museums from
around the country. Mills explained
that because of the exhibition’s unique
premise—a showcase of key works from
the artist’s major series—Xiaoze Xie:
Amplified Moments (1993-2008) may
be the only time that this specific body
of work is ever together.
During his visit to Bates, Xie
worked with senior studio art majors
working on theses and also attended a
couple of Asian studies courses. The ex¬
hibition, however, contains works that
will undeniably interest students of all
academic disciplines. Xie’s works are
uniquely linked to history, politics, and
philosophy.
Mills argued, however, that, no
matter where one’s interests lie, it is al¬
ways beneficial to experience the work
of someone who is highly successful in
his field, no matter what that field is. All
will be impressed by the richness of Xie’s
“conceptually rigorous” works.
Xiaoze Xie: Amplified Moments
(1993-2008) is on display in BMoA
through March 18, 2012. The muse¬
um is open 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Saturday.
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55. British bath
58. Money alternative eon the show 1
vs. 100
61. Idyllic place
64. Something you might have at a
bar?
65. Minor injury
66. Retaliatory Facebook activity
68. Pickling fluid
70. Meditative murmur
71. Rotate
72. Plant also known as elephant ears
73. Saudi, perhaps
75. Actor Epps
76. Piercing places
77. Environs
78. What might be found in the
pocket of an 85-across
79. Discretion
80. Glamorous Glennis et al.
82. _vous plait
Answers In the FORUM section
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Men's, women's squash prepare for Nationals Mens,womens track & field
ALEX DAUGHERTY
ASSISTANT SPORS EDITOR

The impressive regular season cam¬
paigns of the Bates men’s and women’s
squash teams came to an end this past
weekend. Following a loss to Middlebury, the No. 17 ranked men’s team
rebounded with a victory over the ri¬
val Colby Mules, bringing its overall
record to 12-14 and NESCAC record
to 7-6. After defeating Bowdoin, the
No. 9 ranked women’s team also fell
to Middlebury, bringing its overall re¬
cord to 18-6 and conference record to
10-3. The focus of the Bobcats will now
shift to the College Squash Association
(CSA) Team Nationals tournament,
which begins Feb. 16 for the men and
Feb. 23 for the women.
In its first match of the weekend,
the women’s team soundly defeated the
No. 17 ranked Bowdoin Polar Bears
7-2. Leading the way for the Bobcats
was freshman sensation Nessrine Ariffin, who swept her opponent from the
top of the ladder in dominating fashion.
Bowdoin obtained one of its two points
when junior captain Cheri-Ann Parris
was forced to retire at the No. 2 spot on
the ladder. The Polar Bears’ lone other
point came at the No. 9 spot, where
first-year Sugeiry Betances fell in three
games. Five of the Bobcats’ other six
victories were three-game sweeps. Firstyears Myriam Kelly and Chloe Mitch¬
ell, sophomores Rakey Drammeh and
Samantha Matos, and junior Ali Bragg
all won 3-0. First-year Lesea Bourke
dropped the third game of her match,
but closed the door in the fourth game
to win 3-1.
The women’s team then concluded
its weekend, and regular season, with
a match against a tough Middlebury
Panthers squad. Middlebury finished
third at the NESCAC Championships
two weekends ago, one spot behind the

Bobcats. However, Bates was unable to
stop the determined Panthers in a 7-2
defeat. Ariffin again led the way, sweep¬
ing her opponent from the No. 1 spot
to finish with a stellar 19-2 regular sea¬
son record. The Bobcats also received a
point courtesy of Matos, who outlast¬
ed her opponent in a tough five-game
match at the No. 4 spot. Bourke fell
in a tightly contested five-game match
that included one of the longest games
in recent memory, a 17-19 decision in
the third game of the match. Drammeh,
Kelly, Mitchell and Parris each managed
to win one game, but ultimately fell 3-1.
The loss to No. 11 ranked Middle¬
bury may put the Bobcats’ No. 9 na¬
tional ranking in jeopardy. However,
Bates remains confident that it will learn
from the defeat in time for Nationals. “I
feel that our greatest strength as a team
is that every one of us helps each other
to improve,” Ariffin noted.
Since the team figures to be ranked
No. 9 or No. 10 in the country, it will
likely be assigned to the “B” draw in the
tournament hosted by Harvard on Feb.
23. The Bobcats should be considered
one of the favorites along with Middle¬
bury, Williams, and Brown.
The men’s team began its week¬
end with a close loss to Middlebury
in a rematch of the conference tourna¬
ment’s third-place consolation match.
The Panthers again edged the Bobcats
6-3, a score identical to the one in the
teams’ previous match. Junior Walter
Cabot and first-years Nabil Saleem and
Jason Shrubb accounted for Bates’ three
wins. Cabot swept his opponent for a
convincing 3-0 win at the No. 6 spot.
Saleem dropped the second game of his
match but rebounded in the next two
games for a 3-1 victory at the No. 8
spot. Shrubb staged an epic comeback
from two games down to take the last
three games of the match and win by
a 3-2 decision at the No. 9 spot. In a
testament to the equal level of play be¬

tween the two teams, only two of the
nine matches ended in sweeps. Senior
captain Bobby Burns lost 3-1 from the
top spot in the ladder. Juniors Eric Be¬
dell, David Born, and R.J. Keating each
captured one game before bowing out
in four. Sophomore captain Kristian
Muldoon dropped a five-game match,
battling back in the tiebreaker of the
fourth game before falling in the fifth.
Bates was forced to return to the
court the next day, downing bitter rival
Colby 6-3 and helping to ease some of
the sting from the loss to Middlebury.
Burns led the Bobcats from the top spot
yet again, defeating his opponent in a
five-game thriller. Facing a two-game
deficit, Burns won the fourth and fifth
games to take the match. Bedell, Cabot,
and Andy Cannon T5 each secured a
3-0 sweep for the Bobcats, while Mul¬
doon and Shrubb emerged with 3-1
wins. Born forced a fifth game with a
victory in the fourth, but ultimately
fell in a hard-fought match at the No.
7 spot. Colby’s other two points came
in sweeps at the Nos. 2 and 8 spots on
the ladder.
“I was really impressed with our
team effort against Colby,” Cannon
said.
The Bobcats will be hoping to carry
this momentum into the CSA Team Na¬
tionals tournament hosted by Princeton
on Feb. 16. Though the team is ranked
No. 17 in the country, it qualified for
the “B” draw after Western Ontario
dropped out of consideration. The “B”
draw is a competition generally reserved
for the 9th through 16th ranked teams
in the country.
“We are excited and ready to face
the challenge of competing in the B
draw,” Cannon said. “I think we will
play our best squash when it counts the
most,” added Burns. “I love this team
and everyone believes in each other,
which is the key to success.”

Sports » Men’s Basketball

Men’s basketball set to enter playoffs as No. 5 seed
LUCAS DENNING
STAFF WRITER

The Bates men’s basketball team
endured a tough week, losing two mid¬
week non-conference matchups before
falling to Hamilton in its final regular
season NESCAC contest. The latter de¬
cision left the Bobcats with a conference
record of 5-5, slotting them as the fifth
seed in the upcoming NESCAC Cham¬
pionship tournament.
In the week’s first game, Bates drove
down to UMaine-Farmington (UMF)
for a non-conference matchup. Bates
ran out to a quick lead, using 15-0 and
12-4 spurts to take a 15-point advantage
into halftime. However, the second half
was a different story, as UMF would end
up shooting 63 percent from the field
and connecting on seven three-point at¬
tempts. After the Bobcats extended the
margin to 18 early in the second half,
UMF went on a 15-0 run of its own to
get back in the game and then took the
lead with just over ten minutes remain¬
ing. Bates reduced the deficit in the
closing minutes, but UMF held on for
the 80-73 victory. Ed Bogdanovich T3
led the team in scoring with 14 points.
Senior captain John Squires continued
his streak of double-doubles, posting his
eighth in the last nine games behind a
ten-point and ten-rebound effort. Luke
Matarazzo T4 added ten points and sev¬

en assists and Mark Brust T3 finished
with 11 points and nine rebounds.
Playing in their second mid-week
non-conference matchup two days later,
the Bobcats fell 77-61 to a Rhode Is¬
land College (RIC) squad that has not
lost a home game all season. The first
half was a back-and-forth affair, with
RIC taking just a six-point lead into
the intermission. The second half fea¬
tured several runs by both teams, until
RIC put the game out of reach behind
a 17-6 run over the final eight minutes.
Squires continued his brilliant play with
a career-high 25 points to go with eight
rebounds. Bogdanovich had another
strong game with 13 points and seven
boards, while Brust added eight points
and five assists.
Bates returned to conference play
this past weekend for its final confer¬
ence regular season contest against the
Hamilton Continentals. The Bobcats
entered the game with the fifth seed in
the NESCAC Championship tourna¬
ment already solidified. As the 30-30
halftime score indicated, the first half
was evenly played with several ties and
lead changes. With fifteen minutes re¬
maining in the second half and the score
again tied, the Continentals went on a
14-2 run and kept the Bobcats at bay
for the win. Bates shot just 33 percent
from the field for the game, including
13 percent from three-point range and

53 percent from the free-throw line.
Brust anchored the offensive attack,
leading the team in scoring with 22
points, 18 of which came in the second
half. Squires collected 15 points and
nine rebounds, and Bogdanovich con¬
tributed 12 points and eight boards.
The Bobcats would have liked to
take a win streak into next weekend’s
postseason tournament rather than a
three-game losing streak, but the team
remains confident. “Our hard work is
exhibited in our NESCAC seeding,”
noted Bogdanovich. “Although win¬
ning is always a priority, we are glad to
be positioned well in the tournament.”
Bates will close the regular season
by hosting non-conference St. Joseph’s
College of Maine on Feb. 14. The game
will serve as “Senior Night” to honor
the team’s five elder classmen: Reid
Christian, Will Furbush, Kyle Philbrook, Squires, and Ryan Weston.
The team will then travel to Med¬
ford, Mass, on Feb. 18 for a quarter¬
final clash against the Tufts Jumbos,
who edged Bates by five points earlier
this season. If the Bobcats win, they
will move onto the semifinals held the
following weekend. For now, Bates re¬
mains focused on the task at hand. “We
will be ready come Saturday to play a
strong game against Tufts and hopefully
move onto the semifinals,” said Bogda¬
novich.

Sports » Women's Basketball

Womens basketball wins NESCAC finale
Narrowly misses out on playoffs
ALEX GREENBERG
MANAGING SPORS EDITOR

The Bates women’s basketball team
traveled to Hamilton this past week¬
end for the teams’ first-ever matchup as
conference rivals. Though the Bobcats
found out earlier in the day that they
did not qualify for the NESCAC Cham¬
pionships, they performed admirably to
earn a 53-45 win. The result brought
the Bobcats’ overall record to 10-13 and
conference record to 3-7, with just one
non-conference game remaining on the
team’s schedule.
The first half was tightly contested
with six ties and seven lead changes. The
largest advantage for either team in the
first half came in the opening minutes,
when Hamilton jumped out to a fivepoint lead. Heading into the intermis¬

sion, Hamilton led Bates by a score of
24-22.
The second half featured a more
open style of play, with the Bobcats
bursting to a 19-1 run ignited by con¬
secutive three-pointers from senior cap¬
tain Lauren Dobish. The 18-point ad¬
vantage put Bates up by 12 with slightly
over twelve minutes remaining in the
game. Hamilton responded by streak¬
ing to a 10-0 run of its own, cutting
the Bates lead to just two. However, the
Bobcats proved their resilience, clamp¬
ing down on defense at the end to se¬
cure the victory.
The contributions of first-years
Molly Brown and Allaina Murphy off
the bench were instrumental to the
team’s success. Brown, the reigning
Maine Rookie of the Week, led the
Bobcats in scoring with 15 points, ten

of which came in the first half. Murphy
collected a game-high nine rebounds
along with nine points.
Dobish finished with nine points,
which came on a trio of three-pointers
in the second half, to go with her four
rebounds and game-high five assists.
Fellow senior captain Annie Burns
added seven points, four rebounds, and
three steals.
The win places the Bobcats in a tie
for eighth place in the NESCAC with
a record of 3-7. However, Trinity will
receive the eighth and final seed in the
playoffs courtesy of its head-to-head
win over Bates last week.
The team’s season concludes on Feb.
15 with a non-conference road game at
UMaine-Presque Isle, whom the Bob¬
cats defeated soundly 88-51 on Jan. 31.

compete at Tufts Invitational,
Valentine Invitational
School distance medley recordsfall
ALEX GREENBERG
MANAGING SPORS EDITOR

Men’s T&F

With championship meets looming,
the Bates men’s and women’s track and
field teams traveled to Massachusetts
this past weekend for a pair of meets.
Competing at the Tufts Invitational and
Boston University’s all-division Valen¬
tine Invitational, the Bobcats submitted
several impressive performances, most
notably in the distance medley relay.
The teams will now shift their focus to
preparing for next weekend’s New Eng¬
land Division III Championships.

Women’s T&F
The highlight of the Valentine In¬
vitational for the women’s team was
its remarkable performance in the dis¬
tance medley relay, where the quartet of
Bobcats shattered the school record of
12:03.29 previously set in 2007. Kallie
Nixon T 4 set the pace in the opening
1,200-meter leg, followed by Tina To¬
bin T2 in the 400, Sarah Fusco T5 in
the 800, and Bud Arens T3 in the con¬
cluding 1,600-meter leg. Bates won its
section with a time of 11:56.92, placing
the team third among Division III en¬
tries and sixth-best overall.
The Valentine Invitational also
brought out the best in senior captain
Lizzie Carleton and sophomores Abby
Alexander and Angeleque Hartt, who
all turned in record-breaking times.
Participating in the 200-meter dash,
Hartt ran the race in 26.52 seconds and
Carleton finished in 26.59 seconds to
place seventh and eighth, respectively,
on the Bates all-time top-ten list in the
event. Alexander accomplished a simi¬
lar feat, recording the team’s eighth-best
indoor time ever in the 500-meter dash
at 1:21.00. With their performances,
Alexander, Hartt and Carleton quali¬
fied for the ECAC Division III Indoor
Championships to be held on Mar. 2.
“We worked really hard this season
and it seems like it is paying off,” added
Hartt.
First-year Erica Gagnon finished the
1,000-meters competition in 3:11.66,
qualifying her for the New England Di¬
vision III Championships. Lisa Reedich
’13 finished second in her section of the
mile with a personal-best of 5:18.29.
“It is awesome to see all the hard
work and training really paying off,”
said Carleton. “We have already had
over 100 new personal records just for
the indoor season.”
Bates also participated in the Last
Chance Qualifier hosted by Tufts Uni¬
versity, where several team members
turned in top-three performances.
Senior captain Taylor Piers placed
first in the long jump at 15-10.5 and
third in the triple jump. Devin Tatro
won the mile in 5:31.81, ahead of
third-place finisher and fellow sopho¬
more Tara Notarianni. Kate DeAngelis T3 led an all-Bates top-three in the
600-meter event with a time of 1:47.81,
followed by first-years Amelia Oliver
and Michelle Devoe. Competing in
the weight throw, Juliana Kirkland T2
ended up third, as did Hartt and Mad¬
eline Smit T4 in the 60-meter dash and
60-meter hurdles, respectively.
The Bobcats will be looking to use
the success of this past weekend’s per¬
formances as momentum for the New
England Division III Championships,
hosted by Smith College on Feb. 17.
“With the competition getting tougher
entering into championship meets, we
are going to be putting more emphasis
on our relays to score points and for
everyone to just continue competing
as well as they have all season,” noted
Carleton.
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The men’s team also made a state¬
ment in the indoor distance medley re¬
lay at the Valentine Invitational. Tully
Hannan T4 opened the race running
the 1,200-meter leg, followed by Ben
Levy T4 in the 400 meters, James LePage T3 in the 800, and Noah Graboys
T4 in the closing 1,600-meter leg. The
team’s time of 9:55.10 was the fourthbest overall and surpassed the previous
school record of 9:58.10 set in 2010 by
a quarter that also included Hannan
and LePage.
“I think the guys were amped after
seeing our ladies dominate in their relay
and we just tried to match that inten¬
sity,” explained LePage. “The time was
well beyond my expectations but we re¬
alize that we still most likely will need
to improve if we want a guaranteed
spot at Nationals.” Given the team’s im¬
provement as the season has progressed,
it will be expecting to set a new school
record at later meets. “I do not see the
record lasting for much more than 3
weeks,” LePage added.
LePage continued his success later
in the meet, leading all Division III
runners in the 1,000-meters race with
a time of 2:27.90. LePage’s performance
outdid the former school record of
2:28.12 previously posted by Andrius
Staisiunas ’05 in 2003.
“My coach and I had a plan coming
in and the race allowed me to execute
it perfectly,” noted LePage. “Setting two
school records was an amazing feeling
and I am hoping that it only propels my
season further along.”
David Pless ’13 added to his im¬
pressive season with a top effort of
55-0.75 in the shot put event, placing
him second overall and first in Division
III. First-year Isaiah Spofford ended up
13th among Division III competitors in
the 200-meters race at 22.66 seconds,
the fifth-fastest time in school history.
Anthony Haeuser T3 was third in
his preliminary heat in the 60-meter
hurdles at 8.69 seconds, the fourth-best
time in Division III. Mike Martin T4
finished 15th among Division III ath¬
letes in the mile at 4:19.21, one spot
and just 0.02 seconds ahead of Nick
Barron T3.
A contingent of Bobcats also partic¬
ipated in the Tufts Invitational, leading
to two individual event wins and several
top-three performances.
First-year Sean Enos captured first
place in the shot put competition with
a top effort of 48-10. Enos also fin¬
ished second in the weight throw event
at 49-5.75. Ben Chebot T2 won the
3,000-meters race in 8:48.92, ahead
of runner-up Christian Sampson T5
at 8:51.93. Myles Black-Ingersoll T3
ended up second in the 800-meters
event with a time of 2:03.57, followed
in third place by Zach Polich T5 at
2:04.90. John Wisener T4 placed third
in the pole vault with an effort of 1305.25. First-year Charley Kenyon took
third in the 60-meter hurdles in 9.12
seconds.
“The Tufts Last Chance Meet was
an excellent opportunity to focus on
some low-key competition,” said Che¬
bot. “For many, it was a great opportu¬
nity to get in one final race.”
As the Bobcats prepare for next
weekend’s New England Division III
Championships, they will be looking to
carry the momentum carried from this
past weekend’s success. “I am hopeful
that we will be that team who takes the
title, but it is not going to be an easy
road,” noted LePage. “We are excited to
compete against some of the best ath¬
letes in our region and hopefully come
away the victors,” added Chebot. “We
have the top-tier talent as well as some
good depth, so now we just have to get
out there and compete.”
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